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3. Love & 56 Love & 56 (2018) Hindi dubbed in English for the deaf and hard of hearing (SDH). These are text
formats for the spoken part of a television, movie or TV series. In most cases, OTT platforms offer one of three
options for the audience to make their own More accessible and easy to understand >> 2. Smart Smart is the
first Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX player directed by A. Gauthaman, who is known for films like
Manmadhan, Siruthai and Thirudathe. The film stars Poonam Dhillon in the lead role. Mohini Tirupati plays the
role of a cop, while Anjana-Gayatri is Rani. Sujoy Das plays Gauthaman’s real life father. The film was shot by
Pritish Ravi Prasad. Gnaan Karna is all set to be the fifth movie on the list of Hindi dubbed South Indian movies
on MX player. It is written and directed by Prabhu Solomon, who has seen a great success in the past with Arjun
Sarja movies. Navdeep is playing the lead role in the film, which is produced by Rakshit Jain under the Rajkamal
International banner. The film is going to release on January 30, 2018. Mere Babu is the next film on the list of
Hindi dubbed South Indian movies on MX player. It is written and directed by Sai Mohan which also stars of of
Vidyullekha Raman in the lead role. The film is produced by Ramesh Varma under the Rajkamal International
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